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About This Game

Follow the stories of 3 lonely characters as they strive to fulfil their potential in an absurd world. Compete against friends in 6
sporting events set in gravity defying arenas. The unique art style, surreal levels and eclectic music blend harmoniously to create

an experience unlike any other. Played solo, Perfect Universe is a chilled-out and relaxing experience. Played with up to 4
people, it will have you at the edge of your seat, as your skill is tested to the limit.

- Perfect Moon: Classic platforming in a non-classical universe.
- Moon Life: Control the feet of an alien creature directly in this QWOP-like.

- Star Light: Fly your rocket ship through the galaxy in this Thrust-like.
- Moon Golf: An interplanetary game of golf.

- Gravity Dodge: A 4-player game of alternative gravity dodgeball.
- Balloon Pop: Scramble to pop more balloons than your opponents.

- Rocket Ball: Play football, with rockets!
- Moon Volley: A game of volleyball around a little planet.

- Space Race: Race rockets against friends.

Play with gravity.
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Title: Perfect Universe - Play with Gravity
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Will Sykes Games
Publisher:
Excalibur Games
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Dual core / AMD Athlon 64 2.0 GHz or above

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 268 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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perfect universe - play with gravity

I like trivia games and I really want to like this one, but it needs work. I can't see the menu. It just goes to a solid rose red screen
with a curser. I have to click around where the menu might be to get it to do anything. The music could be better too, but I
would play with the music off anyway if I could see the menu.

Update: Above problem was fixed within hours of purchasing the game. Devs are on top of problems and bugs. Thanks again
Xain for prompt replys. Looking forward to the updates. Fun game.. Overpriced DLC adds an overpriced entertainment\/tourist
building that is basically just an ornate dolphin tank ($18,000, more than a power plant). The single mission it adds is also a
miserable experience, including a side-mission that, if you fail, permanently removes one of your dynasty members.. It can be
confusing...figure out the controls and your good. Sequel to Vigil?. It's a pity to see how a game with potential gets ruined by the
story designer.

Pros:
- the game looks good, although there are a few peoblems with the animation
- it's got a decent length for the price
- potentially interesting story

Cons
- boring gameplay. Chapter 1 is really bad, Chapter 2 improves a little, but...
- absurd, annoying puzzles (ex: how you get the information for the chat sheet, the CINCO letters, the way you use the mouse to
scare Nuno - there is no crack in that door!!!)

Actually, the story would be acceptable, but the puzzles take out all the fun. They generally feel artificial and do little to
improve the gameplay.. This game was pretty good. It does a great job of bulding tension, just like the school scenes from
Outlast 2. The controls are pretty smooth as well. My only complaints are that it feels a little short (around 2.5 hrs to complete)
and the ending ruins the tension. Overall its a pretty enjoyable game.
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If i had played this anywhere else, I'd honestly call it a bland, empty, forgettable unity horror game. Though something about
VR elevates this to a worthwhile and memorable experience. If you've got 5$ to spare, I'd call this a good intro to VR horror..
Not my cup of tea. Vehicle control is incredibly hard, so it takes insane amounts of time to make it do what you want.. doesnt
have an intresting gameplay, plus music and soud effects were pretty bad. not really an rpg i can recommend. Well designed
authentic looking map, especially the ships are well done. Like the other expansion dlc's the gameplay is really short, it's just 1
location\/map and thats it. However this dlc is cheaper than the Fuhrer (part 3) dlc and contains enough content to justify the
full price. Fun, but short dlc.. Its a good game but realy it should still be early acssess as there are a few Bugs and dose not feel
like a full game and a new tuturial would deffently benifit the game. This game is... alright. It's way too straightforward, you
slash your enemy until you win, thats it, the combat is alright overall. The story on the other hand, i couldn't care less about it,
the story is dull and boring, all i care about is the gameplay. the segments where you actually get to do something are quite short,
like i said 'you slash your enemy until you win'. Grapices are awful, the character models for dialouge look good, but aside from
the the sprites look pretty bad, i know grapices aren't everything, but come on this looks sub-par. In short, it's basically a poor
man's version of Ys.

EDIT: I feel like i didn't go hard enough. This game is pretty bad, there's still some things that are awful about the game. Most
of the times the game is way too easy, then suddenly it throws some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t at you
and actually kills you, making you actually have to be careful in this game. I need to better describe the in-game sprites, some of
them aren't bad, but a lot of them are udder garbage. The sprites for the dialouge aren't bad, but with the girl with the eye patch
(I forgot her name) sometimes she's wearing it, something she's not, what's up with that? The story, like i said is boring and i
didn't care much about it, so nothing much to about that other than it's complete garbage. In conclusion, this isn't a poor man's
version of Ys, is something else and it's awful.

You would to be very desperate to play indie games if you buy this. There are much, much better indie games than this.. One of
my favorite multiplayer games on Steam. Fun, fast-paced action with a decent variety of game modes. the Aerial Football is
awesome and it has a nice perks system. Too bad it doesn't have a campaign mode. A true forgotten gem, one of those great
indie games that were released before indies became all the rage. Now that it's completely free there's no reason for you not to
try and it's a great way to introduce people to Steam. Fantastic game, never played anything like it!
the setting is lot of fun to play in black and white if you're into that kind of thing,
If the game doesn't work for you, use the easy fix at the top of the discussions page, no worries, its safe and Rockstar games
approved since Steam won't fix their download file.. Well.... it's a game. I got all the achievements in my first play through. It's
just a 10 min game that you will finish and never come back to.
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